
 
 
 
Supplies Needed 
#34712001 Gold Findings 145 pc. Starter Pack (1pk) 
#85022009 Glass E-Bead/Seed Bead Rainbow Value Pack (1 pk) 
#34734178 Acrylic Beach Mix, 80 pc., Gold (1 pk) 
#3202001 Gold 7-Strand Beading Wire, 40’ (1 pk) 
#26910 Flocked Bead Palette (optional but helpful) 
 
Tools Needed 
Wire Cutters 
Needle Nose Pliers 
Round Nose Pliers 
Crimping Pliers 
Ruler 
 
Techniques to Know 
Crimp Tubes 
Jump Rings 
Form a Loop 
 
*Necklace Instructions:   
1. Slide a gold shell, a crimp tube an 8mm ecru round bead, a light blue e-
bead, lime green e-bead, light blue e-bead, and a crimp tube onto a head pin.  
Form a loop to make a beaded shell drop. 
2. Slide a small gold shell, a crimp tube and an 8mm ecru round bead onto a 
head pin.  Form a loop to make a beaded shell drop.  Repeat this step to make a 
total of two matching beaded shell drops. 
3. Cut a 24” length of beading wire.  Slide the beaded shell drop from step 1 
onto the middle of the beading wire. 
4. On one side of the beaded shell drop from step 1, string the following 
onto the beading wire:  alternating lime green e-beads and light blue e-beads for 
a total of nine e-beads.  String on a beaded shell drop from step 2, then nine 
more alternating light blue and lime green e-beads. 
5. String on a gold crimp tube, an 8mm ecru round bead, a gold crimp tube, 
and nine alternating lime green and light blue e-beads.  Repeat this step a total 
of three times. 
6. String on nine alternating lime green and light blue e-beads.  Repeat this 
step a total of two times. 



7. Attach a 4mm jump ring to a lobster clasp.  Use a crimp tube to connect 
that side of the beading wire to that lobster clasp.  Trim off wire tails. 
8. Repeat steps 4-6 on the other side of the beaded shell drop from step 1. 
9. Use a crimp tube to connect a 6mm jump ring to the other end of the 
beading wire. 
10. Slide a fish bead onto a head pin.  Trim the stem and form a loop to make 
a fish bead drop.  Cut a 2” length of extender cord and attach the fish bead drop 
to one end of the extender chain.  Attach the other end of the extender chain to 
the 6mm jump ring. 
 
*Earring Instructions: 
1. Slide a shell bead, a lime green e-bead, an 8mm round ecru bead, and a 
light blue e-bead onto a head pin.  Trim the stem of the head pin and form a loop 
to make a beaded shell drop. 
2. Slide a lime green e-bead, a gold crimp tube, and a light blue e-bead onto 
an eye pin.  Trim the stem of the eye pin and form a loop to make a beaded link. 
3. Attach the loop on top of the beaded shell drop to the bottom loop of the 
beaded link. 
4. Attach the top loop of the beaded link to the bottom loop of an ear wire. 
5. Repeat steps 1-4 for the matching earring. 
 
*Coral e-beads can be substituted for the light blue e-beads for a different color 
combination option. 
 
SKILL LEVEL:  Beginner 
 
APPROXIMATE TIME:  Under 1 Hr. 


